TESTIMONIALS
FreedomFromAccounting with their innovative systems brought our Association into the 21st century.
Thank you FFA!
Bob Bonnes, President of Sun Lakes Unit 19 Homeowners Association

Until we came to FreedomFromAccounting, we had no idea of the power and immediate access to our
corporation’s accounting records. Their customer service is a breath of fresh air!
Delores Whitlock, Secretary
Sun Lakes Villas 37 Homeowners Association
Our company was involved in an audit a few years back primarily due to a poor job done by a prior accounting
firm. Because we needed help, we came to FreedomFromAccounting and their careful reconstruction of our
records saved the day at the audit. We never will go anywhere else.
John Holem, Owner of JRM Consultants & Investigations Company
San Diego, CA
FreedomFromAccounting’s VAD system delivers the most tax-return-ready financial statements we have ever
used. The FreedomFromAccounting staff have brought all their years of experience working in a CPA firm to
make the pieces fit perfectly. I would encourage every micro-business owner to get VAD and begin to enjoy the
benefits of being a FreedomFromAccounting affiliate.
Terry E Lystra, CPA, Managing Member
CPAeXpress
FreedomFromAccounting handles the accounting for several businesses of one of our mutual client and the
customer service and accuracy is outstanding.
Connie Good, Branch Manager, Gilbert, AZ
Mountain America Credit Union

FreedomFromAccounting has provided efficient, high quality, and accurate accounting services to my clients
since I was first introduced to them in 2008. It is the ideal way for small to mid-size businesses owners to focus
on growing and managing their businesses, while outsourcing accounting and bookkeeping needs at an affordable
price.
Brent J. Oenning, Attorney-at-law, Owner of Oenning Law Office, PLLC
Scottsdale, AZ
FreedomFromAccounting has freed me up so I can accomplish the important day to day tasks for my business and
lets me do what I do best. I’m Free!!
Larsen Burnett, Owner
Hear Med Hearing Aid Centers, Mesa, AZ
When we found FreedomFromAccounting, we were in a desperate situation. We had just discovered that our
prior bookkeeper had stolen the payroll taxes that were due to the IRS instead of sending them on. The folks at
FreedomFromAccounting immediately set us up with a very safe, easy payroll system that will never let a third
party have access to our payroll taxes. We are extremely grateful and continuously refer FFA to anyone who may
be in need of a trustworthy, honest, accounting firm.
Tammy Santa Maria
Salon Orozco, Chandler, AZ
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At GreenLite Consulting, LLC we assist organizations in strategic: thinking, planning and delivery. To deliver
well you need effective operational processes for today and ones that will grow with your future. I have chosen
VAD at FreedomFromAccounting for my operation and could not have higher satisfaction with their:
thoroughness, timeliness, keen input, progressing technology and friendly customer care. I have also
recommended FFA to many of my clients and I hear only great reports from those who have moved over!!
Jerry Drachenberg, GreenLite Consulting, LLC
Colorado Springs, CO
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